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Maureen Conran
a month ago
AGF Mortgage has been a very beneficial and pleasant partner in our personal mortgage and refinancing over
the past probably 10 years as well as has Golum Ferdowsi. We have experienced very exceptional quality
service as well as have received ...More

rebekah perry
a month ago
AGF Mortgage is a superb mortgage company. I've used Golum Ferdowsi multiple times when purchasing a
house and he is very helpful and will do anything he can to get you the loan you need. He is very
knowledgeable and will find the best rates available. With his advice and professionalism, he helped make
sure I was making the right decisions for me. I was so incredibly lucky to be connected with AGF and Golum. It
is hard these days to find patient, caring, and professional people who help get the best for you. I strongly
recommend AGF Mortgage!

Desiree Mondragon
a month ago
After already having experience with other mortgage brokers, I have found that Golam Ferdowsi has outperformed the rest. Soon after being told that something in my past taxes was going to make refinance difficult,
etc., I was happy to find that Golam quickly and easily closed my refinance at a better rate than I had been
quoted over all! AGF mortgage obviously works hard, fast, and efficiently for their clients! I couldn't have been
more satisfied. Thanks Golam!! -Desiree

Jason Williams
a month agoAGF Mortgage provides exceptional service. They completed one mortgage and three refinancings for me.
Golum Ferdowsi worked tirelessly through the requirements and bank requests to get my deals done at the least
cost and best rate. In the future, I plan to only use AGF Mortgage for financing my personal and investment
properties.

Michael Chenoweth
a month ago
Professional service with no hassle. Golum Ferdowsi is very through and informative about all aspects of
mortgage enhancements. Always a pleasure doing business with him and AGF. Thank you guys! MandM.
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Joyce Twedt
a month ago
It is a pleasure to work with AGF Mortgage! We have worked with Golum several times over the last 7 years
and each time the process has been smooth and painless. He is extremely polite and professional while
working to get the best rates for his clients.
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